LIGHT ASSAULT CRAFT

One of the most heavily fielded small craft ever, the Light Assault Craft was used in hundreds of battles, including the Dreadnought War and the Battle of the Oon Homeworld. These highly manueverable small craft devastated large numbers of capital ships, and destroyed thousands of fighters. Most stellar states upgraded to the more highly capable Gunboats when able, but during their tenure the LACs provided massive time on target support to fleets and planets, defending both against fighter and small craft attacks. One of the first nations to deploy LACs was the Hudlars, whose first generation LAC was short legged and carried a fairly small payload. Unconvinced of it’s mettle, the Hudlar High Command ordered research into a more capable vessel as the Dreadnought War got into full swing. 
   A second generation Light Attack Craft was fielded at this time by the Hudlars, one that could launch from enlarged fighter bays. This LAC proved devastating to the unprepared Binars, who quickly deployed some of their own for good measure. Although the Hudlar did not use fighters, they deployed a substantial amount of LACs and Gunboats. These LAC-carriers proved formidable to the expanding Binar fleet by using massed attacks through the warp point to get at damaged stragglers and vulnerable Binarian carriers. The LAC-carrier HNS Haggai, has it’s own story.
   The HNS Haggai, under Fleet Captain Grzoosh was a light carrier which had a phenomenal battle history. Fighting in both Groalterri and Asterhome, the Haggai had nearly twenty capital ship kills and it’s elite LAC crews continued to fight the Binars unto the end. Fleet Captain Grzoosh’s most famous battle was in the Yggdrasil System, where his elite LAC crews defended the planet in the Third Battle of Yggdrasil against the fast-moving Binarian pocket battleships. Equipped with exotic weaponry, including a devastating beam which punched thru shields and armor, the Binars successfully forced their way into the system, only to be rapidly beaten back by the system defenders, and Grzoosh’s elite light assault craft. Three damaged pocket battleships attempting to flee the system were run down by the Grzoosh’s LACs, and destroyed just short of the warp point.





Light Assault Craft(LACs): A smaller version of the Gunboat, a LAC is  warp capable, carries 6 fXO racks, has Dx1, is 2 bbp in size, can move at speed 9, and can be carried on a Flight Deck(LAC-carriers!). Each LAC costs 60MCr and takes up 3 fighter points on a Flight Deck. Available at TL5. 5000 to develop. They cannot be placed in boat bays or fighter hangars of any type. All LAC are –2 to be hit. LAC require 2 HS of SY-capacity to construct, and take up 2 HS on SP.



Light Assault Craft, 2nd Generation(LAC2): Many races failed to develop the gunboat but most engineers came up with a similar system: the short-ranged LAC. The development of the LAC2 was a crash priority for the Inheritors of the Last Command during their stupendous battles with the alien Goog race. The initial battle in the AH008 system was almost completely one-sided as 30 Goog monitors pushed their way into the system by brute force, and only the planet-based LAC2 were capable of sustained strikes against the ponderous Goog warships. 80MCr, 8 fXO, Speed 10, 3 bbp, TL7. Dev: 6,000. –2 to be hit.




Light Assault Craft, 3rd Generation(LAC3): Fighting between the Goog Abhorrence and the Inheritors and their allies continued for years, until the Final Battle of Home III, when the Inheritors of the Last Command finally achieved a breakthrough into the Home III System, massacring the Goog on all four inhabited planets. Use of LAC carriers and sustained strikes against the orbital facilities by LAC3s ensured the Goog population’s destruction. 100MCr, 10 fXO, Speed 11, 4 bbp, TL9.  Can mount Xr(small) as AWACs. Dev: 7,000.  –3 to be hit



Light Assault Craft, 4th Generation(LAC4):  A major diplomatic breakdown between the Inheritors and the Hert Confederacy after the Goog War ended resulted in the deployment of the LAC4 by the Hert, who fought the Inheritors for the strategic AH008 system. Using upgraded(and stealthy) LAC carriers, the senior Hert Admiral, Sizs Naboommaroo, initiated a surprise attack on the Inheritor fleet in planetary orbit, destroying every major warship using the new, fast LAC4s. 120MCr, 12 fXO, 12 Speed, 4 bbp, TL11. (-4 to be hit due to speed, built-in ECM, and low-emission DF). Dev cost: 8,000. 



Major differences between LACs and Bombers are:
1)LACs are warp capable,
2)LACs are NOT slowed by external ordinance,
3)LACs can be fired on by IDEW and DSB-L.

